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imagine:
a friend 
well traveled, 
and with superb taste 
gives you the keys 
to their well appointed place 
and says 
make yourself at home! 
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aptm (a place to meet): 
 
a personal space for intimate gatherings, a living  
design gallery, an ever changing retail experience,  
and a product showplace.  

a place where memories are made and celebrated,  
where purveyors and enjoyers connect, where people 
and experiences come to life.

an experience which is curated, hand picked, 
orchestrated, for you and your guests to feel at home,  
but better.
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details:

workshops, conferences, press junkets, off sites, breakfast/lunch 
meetings, cocktails, dinner parties, photo shoots, fittings, filming, 
exhibitions, showcases, trunk shows, product presentations

230 sqm
Berlin – Wedding
seats up to 40, drinks up to 100

ask about our curated collection of “slow” catering partners  
who focus on locally sourced and ethically grown goods

enjoy our hand picked assortment of art, furniture, and  
products which change seasonally and add a personal touch  
to the environment
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dining

kitchen

library

sleep-
studio
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creator:
A modern Renaissance man and the ultimate host, Chris Glass is a man of 
many worlds. An influencer, writer, community architect, musician, and design 
aficionado, he’s made the world his home.

A native son of Atlanta, Chris studied Musical Theatre at the Boston Conservatory 
of Music, before moving to New York and finally Europe in 2001.

Chris worked for New York’s downtown spa Bliss before joining the e-commerce 
beauty platform Beautyspy. From there he sold sexy - launching Lip Lingerie for 
the Queen of the Night, Dianne Brill,  then sexier – bringing the luxury erotic 
lifestyle brand Jimmyjane to market throughout Europe. In this role, Chris helped 
to blur the lines that defined where and how products related to pleasure are 
meant to be seen and sold.  The brand was a run away success at premier fashion 
retailers Browns (London), L’Ecclaireur (Paris), Isetan (Tokyo), Dover Street Market 
(London), Departmentstore Quartier 206 (Berlin), Apropos (Cologne), Selfridges 
(London), and more.

A frequent contributor to ICON, Vogue, Grazia, and L’Officiel Homme, Chris’ 
writing is poignant and entertaining, amusing and reflective.  As a personality, 
Chris has been featured as part of advertising campaigns for Peek and Cloppenburg 
and fashion designer T Michael, as well as being featured in photographer Magnus 
Reed’s book showcasing Berlin’s most iconic faces.

In his role as part of Hertha BSC’s Digital Board, Chris helps to bridge the space 
between Berlin’s hometown football club and the creative industries that are 
Berlin’s future.   Set to launch in 2017, Chris is the creator and host of The New 
Pink – a quarterly salon focused on the most pressing cultural and social issues 
related to the LGBT community.  Further, Chris was chosen as one of 115 men who 
embody style as part of the Mr. Porter Style Council.  This group of the world’s 
best connected men provide tips on travel and style on www.mrporter.com.

Based in Berlin, he currently splits his time building creative communities in 
Berlin, Amsterdam, Istanbul, Barcelona, and Mumbai in his role as the European 
Membership Director for Soho House.
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Get in touch:
welcome@aptm.com


